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REVIEWS

Adele Monaci Castagno (éd.), Origene. Dizionario: la cultura, il pensiero, le
opere. Città Nuova Editrice, Roma, 2000, 489 p., ISBN 88 311 9254 X.

46,48.

A la � n du quatrième colloque international sur Origène, qui fut orga-
nisé par Lothar Lies en 1985 à Innsbruck, celui-ci proposa que les spécia-
listes d’Origène composent un ouvrage de référence sur le grand Alexandrin.
A ce moment-là, l’accueil de cette idée ne fut pas assez positif pour la
réaliser, mais voici, quinze ans plus tard, la parution de cet ouvrage, con-
tenant 108 articles écrits par 28 auteurs, en majorité italiens. C’est un livre
impressionnant qui oVre un vrai trésor d’exposés savants sur de nombreux
thèmes concernant la théologie, les œuvres et, quoique dans une moindre
mesure, le contexte culturel d’Origène. Il convient d’ajouter que quatre
articles ont été consacrés à l’origénisme en Orient et en Occident. Nous
signalons que le deuxième article sur l’origénisme en Occident, de Gaetano
Lettieri, est particulièrement long et précieux, s’étendant jusqu’à Immanuel
Kant. Chaque article est pourvu de références précises aux sources origéni-
ennes et d’une bibliographie. Les thèmes qui font l’objet d’un article sont
marqués par des � èches de renvoi partout où ils reviennent dans les autres
contributions. Le volume contient des index des termes grecs, des citations
bibliques et un index analytique des noms et des thèmes. 

Puisque les opinions sur Origène varient, il est intéressant de voir quelle
image de sa vie et de sa théologie nous est dépeinte en ce volume. Dans
la plupart des cas, les auteurs s’écartent de la datation de ses homélies sur
l’Ancien Testament, qui a été proposée par Pierre Nautin. Quant à la
question du rapport entre Origène le chrétien et Origène le néoplatoni-
cien, Gilles Dorival, dans son article intitulé �loso�a, aYrme qu’il s’agit 
de deux personnages diVérents et non d’un seul. Basil Studer, dans sa
contribution sur la croix, souligne à juste titre qu’Origène se comporta tou-
jours en homme de l’Eglise, mais il ne fait pas mention de l’opinion origéni-
enne et contestée selon laquelle les croyants simples s’arrêtent au premier
stade de la foi, se limitant au Christ cruci� é, sans le connaître plus par-
faitement en tant que Parole et Sagesse. Pourtant, ce point de vue � gure
dans l’article sur les simples, signé par Adele Monaci Castagno. L’hypothèse
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origénienne d’une succession de plusieurs mondes—supposition parfois passée
sous silence dans les manuels—est traitée par Emanuela Prinzivalli par rap-
port à l’apocatastase, par Adele Monaci Castagno dans son article intitulé
cosmo, et mentionnée par Mario Maritano par rapport à la métensomatose.
Par ailleurs, il nous paraît douteux qu’en son Commentaire sur Romains V,10,
ce soit contre les stoïciens et leur théorie d’une succession des mondes
qu’Origène soutient l’unicité du sacri� ce du Christ, comme le propose
Francesca Cocchini dans son article sur l’épître aux Romains. Il nous sem-
ble évident que le traducteur Ru� n, qui ne fait pas mention des stoïciens,
a changé le texte original qui devait présenter une considération d’Origène
même sur la nécessité éventuelle d’une nouvelle mort salutaire du Christ
dans un monde suivant (voir Origeniana Septima, pp. 15-23). En général,
cependant, le mérite de cet ouvrage est qu’Origène n’y a pas été « domes-
tiqué », dans le sens qu’il n’a pas été rendu plus ecclésiastique et plus
orthodoxe qu’il ne l’était. 

Il faut signaler, tout de même, l’apparition parfois répétée de fautes
d’orthographe de noms personnels: par exemple Oeopke, Torijesen, van
den Hoeck et van der Ejik au lieu de Oepke, Torjesen, van den Hoek et
van der Eijk. En ce qui concerne les bibliographies, dans celle de l’article
de Rowan Williams, sur la règle de la foi, il manque le livre important
de H. Ohme, Kanon ekklesiastikos, 1998; néanmoins, ce titre � gure dans la
bibliographie concluant la contribution d’Enrico Norelli sur le stade du
canon de l’Écriture chez Origène.

Ces quelques remarques critiques n’empêchent pas que, en résumé, nous
félicitons l’éditrice et l’équipe de la parution de cet ouvrage qui, sans aucun
doute, fera autorité.

5 rue de la Mésange Riemer Roukema

F-67000 Strasbourg

G. Dal Toso, La nozione di proairesis in Gregorio di Nissa. Analisi semiotico-
linguistica e prospettive antropologiche (Patrologia. Beiträge zum Studium der
Kirchenväter 5), Frankfurt am Main-Berlin-Bern-New York-Paris-Wien:
Peter Lang, 1998. ISBN 3-631-33700-0. 

This monograph, a doctoral dissertation submitted at the Gregoriana,
is a valuable study of the notion of proaÛresiw, a key-concept in Gregory
of Nyssa’s writings and thought. Dal Toso proceeds in two steps. First, he
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presents a linguistic analysis of the word proaÛresiw to determine its pre-
cise meaning and to assess the diVerent aspects involved. Then, building
on these insights, he sketches the place of the concept in Gregory of Nyssa’s
overall anthropology. 

The � rst part of the dissertation is the most original and valuable one.
Using Fabricius-Ridings’ Concordance to Gregory of Nyssa, the author has col-
lected all the passages in which the word proairesis occurs. On this basis
he has made a selection of the most important texts in chronological order,
twenty in all, the analysis of which constitutes the lion’s share of the � rst
part. In each case, he sketches the context, gives an Italian translation and
the Greek text, followed by a discussion of the content, a linguistic analy-
sis and a synthesis to conclude. The main result of this research is that it
shows the gradual development of the notion of proairesis in Gregory’s 
writings. In the Homilies on Ecclesiastes, proairesis denotes, rather generally,
an impulse of human nature. In later writings it gets the more concrete
meaning of ‘practical reason’, more speci� cally freedom of choice, the free-
dom of the will which is at the heart of the human capacity of self-deter-
mination. In Gregory’s most mature writings, the notion is often no longer
explicitly articulated but is present in the form of metaphors: such as man
as texnÛthw or oÞkonñmow. The frequent association of proaÛresiw with sub-
stantives such as dænamiw, õrm® and kÛnhsiw reveals its dynamic character.
Furthermore, Dal Toso’s analysis of the semantic � eld of proairesis high-
lights other aspects. The (surprisingly) almost complete absence of ¤leuyerÛa
in the passages in which proaÛresiw is used e.g. demonstrates that both
words reveal two completely diVerent aspects of the notion of freedom:
¤leuyerÛa denotes the freedom from all kind of constraints, whereas proaÛresiw
means the freedom to be one’s own master, to act in a truly responsible
way. The study of terms used in opposition to proairesis also yields illu-
minating results. So, proaÛresiw as rational choice stands in contrast to
fæsiw, the physiological activity having its own rhythm and internal laws
without any conscious decisions to be made. 

The only criticism that might be passed on Dal Toso’s dissertation is
that twenty texts is a rather small basis to work with: after all the TLG
indicates 276 passages in Gregory of Nyssa containing words with the root
proaires-. But since Dal Toso’s purpose is a study of the notion’s mean-
ing, rather than a complete survey, he seems to have chosen the more
sensible path. The twenty texts in question clearly oVer a representative
sample of the semantic � eld of proairesis. Moreover, the author regularly
refers to texts not discussed in detail, thus showing that his analysis is not
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exclusively dependent on the twenty passages presented in greater detail.
One could only have wished that he had more amply indicated in the
footnotes parallel uses in passages not presented in detail.

With his semantic and linguistic analysis as a solid basis, Dal Toso pre-
sents in the second part of his study Gregory of Nyssa’s anthropology from
the viewpoint of proaÛresiw. The analysis follows the well-known basic
scheme: man being created in the image of God, the Fall and its conse-
quences, the tiresome human eVorts to go back along the way towards
God and become imago Dei again. In this process of spiritual growth the
dynamic of proairesis is as it were constantly at work: only as a conse-
quence of a conscious choice to live a virtuous life towards God, somebody
can hope to reach the ultimate goal. Dal Toso also has some beautiful
pages on the dynamics of the divine proaÛresiw as being at the origin of
creation and of the incarnation. Noteworthy is also the author’s constant
attention to the imagery so frequently and aptly used by Gregory. The
merit of this second part is that it presents Gregory’s theology and anthro-
pology from a speci� c angle. A de� ciency is that Dal Toso did not take
suYcient advantage of the relevant secondary literature on Gregory of
Nyssa, the absence of Verna Harrison’s Grace and Human Freedom According
to Gregory of Nyssa (a work with a somewhat broader scope but pretty much
akin to the topic he had at hand) being most striking. 

B-3000 Leuven Johan Leemans

Faculty of Theology 
Sint Michielsstraat 6 
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Lexicon Gregorianum: Wörterbuch zu den Schriften Gregors van Nyssa. Band I:
�bar®w-�vrow, bearbeitet von Friedhelm Mann, Leiden-Boston-Köln, 1999,
664 pp. ISBN 90-04-11228-6. EURO 225/USD 276.

Lexicon Gregorianum: Wörterbuch zu den Schriften Gregors van Nyssa. Band II:
babaÛ-dvroforÛa, bearbeitet von Friedhelm Mann, Leiden-Boston-Köln, 2000,
555 pp. ISBN 90-04-11450-5. EURO 225/USD 276.

Lexicon Gregorianum: Wörterbuch zu den Schriften Gregors van Nyssa. Band III:
¦ar-¥vsfñrow, bearbeitet von Friedhelm Mann, unter Mitarbeit von Volker
Henning Drecoll (Appendix II) und Ruth Mariss (Appendix III), Leiden-
Boston-Köln, 2001, 856 pp. ISBN 90-04-11696-6. EURO 225/USD 276.

The past decades have witnessed a remarkable � owering of scholarly
activity on the writings and thought of Gregory of Nyssa. Most of his works
are now available in a satisfactory critical edition; references to editions, trans-
lations and publications up to 1985 are conveniently collected in a systematic
bibliography; in September 2000 scholars met in Athens for the ninth in
a series of regular international congresses and, perhaps the clearest sign of
all, the continuing interest for his work and thought results in a seemingly
ever increasing � ood of monographs and articles. It is beyond doubt that
the Lexicon Gregorianum, the � rst three volumes of which are now available,
will constitute a new impetus for research on this great Cappadocian Father. 

Though already envisaged by Werner Jaeger as the crowning stone of
the Gregorii Nysseni Opera and commenced on a modest scale by Hermann
Langerbeck, preparations for this gigantic task were only started in earnest
by Heinrich Dörrie in 1964, since 1966 in the context of the Forschungsstelle
Gregor von Nyssa in Münster. At that time, the goal was a dictionary like
the Theologisches Wörterbuch zum Neuen Testament or the (much later) Augustinus-
Lexikon. The LexGreg would then, as the RAC does, provide almost mono-
graph-like lemmata on key-terms and concepts in Gregory’s thought and
writings. Later on, this maximalist approach was abandoned and replaced
by the form of the actual LexGreg. This oVers a complete survey of the
vocabulary of Gregory of Nyssa, only excluding the particles m¡n-d¡ and
te-kaÛ. Names of persons, prepositions (‘ma, �n‹, �neu, �ntÛ, �pñ), pronouns
(�ll®lvn, �llow, �mfñterow, aétñw) and other often occurring words (e.g.
�n, �ll‹, �ra) will be dealt with in a separate, � nal volume. Thus, the
� rst volume contains 2370 lemmata on 664 densely packed octavo pages.
Every lemma gives a survey of all the passages in which the word under
consideration appears. References are given in the form 30, 209, 6, whereby
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30 refers to De Perfectione and 209, 6 refers to p. 209, line 6 of the edition
by Jaeger in GNO VIII/I. A list of the codes and editions referred to is
oVered, both on a separate sheet and in the LexGreg itself. With three excep-
tions, the text at the basis of the LexGreg is the GNO-edition. Other edi-
tions were used for those works of which there is as yet no GNO-edition:
De anima et resurrectione (references to PG 46, text of Oehler), In Hexaemeron
and De opi�cio hominis (Forbes). Because the Lexicon is largely based on
GNO, it follows that it can only be easily used when one has the GNO-
edition at hand. Though the Lexicon provides the user with quite large
quotations of the passages referred to, it remains that in many cases one
has to go back to the original text for the larger context. This is a small
but inevitable drawback. However, most of the institutional libraries that
have the LexGreg will probably have a subscription to GNO as well.

Since a lemma refers to all the passages in which the word in question
occurs and gives a quotation of its essential part, the entries are relatively
long, some even many pages of three columns. A convincing proof of the
Gründlichkeit of the work and its trustworthiness is the entry on eÞmÛ in the
third volume. The raw material for this entry, assembled in the early stages
of the preparatory activities for the Lexicon, was packed in twenty bags
and seemed to defy all attempts to produce an exhaustive and systematic
entry in the form of a lexicon-article. Yet, given the philosophical and the-
ological importance of terms such as tò eänai, tŒ önta and õ v… n, it was
decided to include it anyway. The lemma on eÞmÛ is, with its length of
almost 100 pages, a spectacular example of the thoroughness which the
LexGreg exhibits, but Dr. Mann and his team had to deal with many other
extensive lemmas too: such as �gayñw, �g‹ph, �ggelow, �nyrvpow, bÛow, bl¡pv,
g°, gÛnomai, deÝ, deÛknumi, di‹noia, dÛdvmi, dænamiw, eÞkÅn, ¤jousÛa, ¤piyumÛa,
eêrÛskv, all of them more than � ve pages long.

One could ask whether the amount of information consolidated in the
Lexicon is too much of a good thing, but having used the � rst volumes
for some time now, I would strongly disagree. The structuring of the wealth
of information of such longer entries is achieved by three kinds of divi-
sion: (1) according to the diVerent meanings of the word; (2) according to
grammatical principles; (3) according to the speci� c context and the par-
ticular themes a word is related to (e.g. when it appears as part of a
Scriptural borrowing or is used in the context of the polemic with Eunomius).
Each entry is concluded by a section with variae lectiones, listing the cases
in which a given word only appears in the critical apparatus of the edi-
tion. In the case of extensive lemmata, the entry is preceded by a schematic
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survey of its structure. Thus, the LexGreg is much more than a complete
collection of the passages in which a given word occurs. ‘Das Lexicon
Gregorianum (. . .) ist keine Konkordanz, auch kein indexartiges Wortregister,
sondern es soll über einen einfachen Wortindex hinaus in den einzelnen
Artikeln durch die DiVerenzierung nach inhaltlicher Bedeutung und nach
grammatisch-syntaktischem Gebrauch die Sprache und den Wortschatz
Gregors von Nyssa erschliessen und will somit ein philologisches, philoso-
phie- und theologiegeschichtliches Hilfsmittel sein’ (LexGreg I, p. XI). The
long lemma on �ret®, a key-term in Gregory’s spirituality, is a clear example.
Because of the structuring of the material it becomes, for instance, imme-
diately clear which concrete virtues are in Gregory’s mind connected with
Christian virtue: �g‹ph, ¦leow, sofÛa, �p‹yeia, ¤gkr‹teia, and many others.
And to give another example: the lemma on aáresiw produces a catalogue
of all the movements labelled heretical by the bishop of Nyssa: Anomoeans,
Eunomius and his followers, Apollinarians, Macedonians (Pneumatomachians),
Sabellians and Manichaeans. 

The three massive volumes published so far cover the words from a
(�bar®w) to e (¥vsfñrow). In the third volume the strict alphabetical order
is abandoned for practical reasons; because several substantial lemmata are
presented separately as appendices. This is the case with eÞmÛ (Appendix I),
with ¦jv and ¦xv (Appendix II, prepared by Ruth Mariss), and with the-
ologically signi� cant words such as ¤n¡rgeia, ¤nerg¡v, ¦nnoia, ¤pÛnoia and
¦rgon (Appendix III, prepared by Volker Henning Drecoll). The LexGreg
was produced at the Forschungsstelle in Münster under the energetic lead-
ership of Professor Hauschild, whose initiative and intervention were cru-
cial during some stages of the work. Moreover, part of the work was done
by student-collaborators and some entries were prepared by scienti� c col-
laborators. Brill also deserves to be applauded for the beautiful lay-out and
execution of the LexGreg, which makes it a sheer pleasure to use and browse
through. All these contributions mentioned, it must be acknowledged—as
Professor Hauschild in his introduction to the � rst volume explicitly does—
that this LexGreg only exists thanks to the relentless eVorts of Dr. Friedhelm
Mann. He carried for many years the burden of this gigantic task and
therefore put many researchers in his debt, not only those working on
Gregory of Nyssa but also those interested in Greek philology, patristic
theology and philosophy. 

First of all, the LexGreg is a philological tool. This means that it can be
used as a dictionary in the strict sense of the word: in order to look up what
a particular word means. Using the Lexicon as a dictionary one has the
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advantage that one can be very sure that even the speci� c passage will be
included. Thus the LexGreg can function as an expert witness when one is
not sure about the meaning or interpretation of a particular sentence. But
the LexGreg has more to oVer. Being a complete survey of the vocabulary of
an important author at the end of the fourth century, it is an interesting
vantage point from which to assess the transition from Classical to Byzan-
tine Greek. With his easy use or creation of verbs and substantives with
more than one preposition, Gregory certainly stood in this evolution and
contributed to it. The LexGreg makes it also possible to assess with which
neologisms Gregory of Nyssa enriched the Greek language. The Lexicon
indicates whether or not a word is included in the classical lexica of 
Liddell-Scott-Jones and Lampe. Maybe the compilers can go one step fur-
ther and produce, at the end of the � nal volume, an addendum containing
the words used by Gregory but not included in those lexica. For example,
I could mention some words listed as hapax legomena which I noted in
passing: �galli‹simow, �grÛpistow, �dap‹nhtow, ¤mperixar®w, ¤mpiaÛnomai, ¤nsab-
batÛzv, ¤nsaturÛzv, bluz‹nv. Besides vocabulary and neologisms, the LexGreg
with its divisions indicating diVerent uses of grammar and syntax is also
designed to contribute to other areas of philological research.

Attention to the in� uence of Scripture is a second important feature of
the LexGreg. With great care, the compilers of the LexGreg have collected
in separate subsections all the passages in which the use of a word is deter-
mined by the Scriptural passage it belongs to. Thus, one can easily study
Gregory’s use of any particular passage of Scripture. In comparison to
other tools such as the Biblia Patristica or Drobner’s Bibelindex, the LexGreg
has the advantage of oVering not only the reference but also a quotation
of the text. Moreover, given the lexicological nature of the work, it is clear
that only passages containing (at least) the word under consideration are
referred to, whereas the other tools also refer to (occasionally vague) allu-
sions. Yet, one sometimes has the feeling that the wrong biblical passsage
might be referred to. Thus one could argue that, though it was certainly
correct to include in the lemma �kanya a subsection collecting the pas-
sages in� uenced by Mt 7,16, the passage from the Oration in Praise of Theodore
the Recruit is incorrectly included in that section since it is probably more
in� uenced by Mt 13. 

But instead of focusing on such minor quibbles, it is perhaps better to
give an example of how the LexGreg can be used, the article d‹ktulow be-
ing a case in point. This rather short lemma is divided in four parts: (1)
general use; (2) human � nger in its capacity to point to something; (3) in
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connection with a biblical quotation (esp. Lk 16,22 and Cant (LXX) 5,5); (4)
the � nger of God (in general or in connection with a quotation or inter-
pretation of Ex. 31,18 or Deut 9,10). LexGreg also indicates that, by asso-
ciation with Lk 11,20 and Mt 12,28, the ‘� nger of God’ is often identi� ed
with the Holy Spirit. Thus, if somebody would make a study of Gregory’s
knowledge of the human body, he will � nd his evidence thanks to the 
subsections (1) and (2). The same holds for a scholar doing research on
the theme of ‘the � nger of God’ in patristic literature. The ten passages
collected on this subject in the article d‹ktulow (sub (4)) are a valuable
addition to K. Gross, ‘Finger’, RAC 7(1969), where ‘the � nger of God’ is
discussed in cols. 944-945. Besides such heuristic possibilities, the Lexicon
makes it abundantly clear to what extent Gregory’s language and thought
were in� uenced by the Scriptures. The Bible was not only the basis for
his exegetical works, but Scriptural quotations permeated his entire cor-
pus. Moreover, they provided Gregory with many images and metaphors.
Along with images and metaphors from the wider social and natural envi-
ronment (e.g. the world of medicine, of economics, of the stadium), these
images and metaphors form an important feature of Gregory’s writings.
More than a stylistic feature alone, they help to generate theological mean-
ing. The many images employed by Gregory to speak about Christ are an
interesting example. To give just one illustration: under subsection 2 of the
lemma �gvnoy¡thw, thirteen passages are brought together in which Christ
(or God—the diVerence is not always clear) is called the president of the
games. Gregory applies this image with regard to two diVerent �gÇnew: the
agon of martyrdom and the agon of a Christian seeking to grow towards
Christian virtue (�ret®). In both contexts, the divine �gvnoy¡thw looks down
benevolently upon the Christian’s eVorts and lends his support. Thus, the
use of the �gvnoy¡thw-image evokes the divine philanthropy of Christ in
an agonistic context. 

It is in such a way that the LexGreg oVers unique possibilities for a thor-
ough study of the use of images and metaphors in Gregory’s theology.
Some of these have already been studied (e.g. K. Bjerre-Aspegren, Bräutigam,
Sonne und Mutter: Studien zu einigen Gottesmetaphern bei Gregor von Nyssa, Lund,
1977), but many await systematic exploration. In this respect, the study of
Gregory’s eschatological imagery (cf. e.g. the lemma ¦nduma) and its points
of contact and diVerence with patristic and pagan authors, inscriptions,
papyri and archaeological sources, could be a very rewarding project. The
same can be said about theological themes and subthemes. The theme of
the passionless generation of the Son, both before all times and in the
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Incarnation, played an important role in Gregory’s theology and came
especially to the fore during his controversy with Eunomius. As far as I
know, it has never been studied. Thanks to the subsections in the entry
g¡nnhsiw, the heuristic for such a project can now proceed more easily. 

The Lexicon could also help to resolve one of the most crucial issues
in Gregorian studies: the authenticity of De Instituto Christiano. A study, both
on the philological level and on the level of metaphors and images might
resolve this question. It would seem that the compilers of the Lexicon have
also envisaged this possibility. In the entry �gÅn a subsection is made for
those passages where �gÅn pertains to the ascetic life. It is explicitly noted
that only in De Instituto Christiano this use of �gÅn occurs. 

From the above examples of what can be done (more easily) with the
help of LexGreg, a � nal feature of the Lexicon stands out: the intelligence
with which it is compiled. This is most clearly visible in the structuring of
the material. In reading through the lemmata and observing their struc-
ture, one perceives that the persons responsible for them were not only
working with a prefabricated set of categories to locate all the passages in
which a word occurs. Instead, one � nds that, before the set of standard
categories is operating, an intimate knowledge of Gregory’s writings, lan-
guage and thought was at work. This is the only explanation for the fact
that so many possible research questions are foreseen and the material to
formulate answers to them is presented in such a ready form. If the fol-
lowing volumes live up to the exceptional standards exhibited by the � rst
three, the LexGreg will gain a well-deserved reputation as one of the major
achievements in patristic scholarship. And, without a doubt, it will stimu-
late research on Gregory of Nyssa for many a decade to come.

B-3000 Leuven Johan Leemans

Faculty of Theology 
Sint Michielsstraat 6

Heinz-Martin Döpp, Die Deutung der Zerstörung Jerusalems und des Zweiten
Tempels im Jahre 70 in den ersten drei Jahrhunderten n. Chr. (Texte und Arbeiten
zum neutestamentlichen Zeitalter 24), Tübingen & Basel: Francke Verlag
1998, xvi + 364 S., ISBN 3-7720-1875-0, DM 96,—/ÖS 701,—/SFr 
86,—(pb). 

The destruction of the Second Temple in 70 C.E. has profoundly marked
Judaism. Emergent Christianity had interpreted this event as a � nal judgement
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upon Israel and as a punishment for the rejection of Jesus. Both these facts
have been studied extensively, but in spite of that this book succeeds in
bringing new elements to the fore. The author demonstrates how anti-
Jewish interpretations of the destruction of the Temple theme root in Jewish
conceptions of the rejection of the God-sent prophet. In addition, his metic-
ulous description of Rabbinic, Patristic and pseudepigraphic texts reveals
a wealth of other motifs: the destruction of the Temple as puri� cation by
� re, as apocalyptic inauguration of a new era, as punishment for the sins
of the people or for neglect of the cult; and the preservation of the heav-
enly Temple. In all these motifs, Jewish and Christian interpretations are
intertwined, sometimes to such an extent that clear borders cannot be
drawn. Such is the case in 5 Ezra, a Jewish-Christian document attached
to 4 Ezra. Particularly valuable is the treatment of the gnostic material
concerning the destruction of the Temple as is documented in the Apocalypses
of James (NHC V). The gnostic evidence, often overlooked in earlier treat-
ments of this topic, points to the death of James as the reason for the
destruction of the Temple. The Sibylline Oracles on the other hand empha-
size the wickedness of the Romans, but curiously this explanation is rare
in Jewish sources. The author argues convincingly that the monolithic pic-
ture of only one Jewish and one Christian interpretation of the destruc-
tion of the Temple is untenable. In his conclusions, the author draws a
parallel between the signi� cance of the destruction of the Temple in Judaism
and the death of Jesus in Christianity. Both are apocalyptic events that
deeply aVect the experience of God’s presence. Ironically, both catastro-
phes had been perpetrated by the Romans, in spite of all the theological
rami� cations of guilt and rejection. Less convincing is the author’s invita-
tion to a Christian commemoration of the destruction of the Temple,
although he is undoubtedly right in stating that the theologoumenon of
Israel’s rejection should have no place within Christian consciousness. The
political consequences of the building of a third Temple are not envisaged
by the author, but should be considered disastrous as this could only lead
to a new apocalyptic scenery.

NL-3584 CS Utrecht,                                 Marcel Poorthuis

Catholic Theological University
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Zur Rezeption der hellenistischen Philosophie in der Spätantike: Akten der 1. Tagung
der Karl-und-Gertrud-Abel-Stiftung vom 22.-25. September 1997 in Trier, heraus-
gegeben von Therese Fuhrer und Michael Erler in Zusammenarbeit met
Karin Schlapbach. Philosophie der Antike 9. Franz Steiner Verlag, Stuttgart
1999. 316 pages. ISBN 3-515-07442-2.

As a generalization it is often remarked that the poor state of our knowl-
edge of Hellenistic philosophy, based almost exclusively on reports and
fragments, is due to the decline of interest in this philosophy during the
period of late antiquity. After the schools had closed down by the begin-
ning of the 3rd century C.E., Peripatetic, Stoic and Epicurean writings
ceased to circulate widely, and in the end disappeared completely. Of
course the end result of this process cannot be disputed. These writings
have simply disappeared and, short of a miracle, they will not resurface.
But the process certainly took longer and was less radical in its earlier
stages than is often thought. Late ancient philosophers and theologians in
many cases still had a considerable knowledge of Hellenistic philosophy
and used that knowledge to good eVect in their own writings.

The theme of the reception of Hellenistic philosophy in late antiquity
is the subject of the book under review, which contains � fteen studies orig-
inally presented at a conference in Trier in 1997. The studies are in
German, with two exceptions, a paper in Italian and one in English. They
have been prepared by a group of young scholars, mainly in their 30’s
and 40’s, who in most cases have taken up positions in German and Swiss
universities during the past decade or so.

Reviewing the various studies, one cannot but help noticing a marked
similarity of method. The subjects treated are on the whole fairly limited
in scope, and often concentrate on a particular author and a particular
text. The detailed treatment is usually prefaced by an introductory section,
which places the subject in a wider context, for example by tracing its
development from the end of the Hellenistic period to the time of the
author being discussed. These introductory sections can sometimes be very
entertaining and informative (as in the case of the article of Christoph
Riedweg, who points out remarkable correspondences between the period
of late antiquity and our own time), but can also be too much simply a
catalogue of authors and texts (as in the case of the survey of Epicureanism
from Hadrian to Lactantius in the article by Jochem AlthoV ). The end
result is that we have � fteen small but well-featured islands standing out
in the broader sea of the book’s subject. The brief introduction competently
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but very succinctly outlines three connecting themes: (1) the role of the Stoa
and Epicureanism in Platonist philosophy; (2) scepticism, Stoicism and
Epicureanism in Christian literature; (3) doctrines of the hellenistic philo-
sophical schools as general cultural knowledge (Bildungsgut). But no real
attempt is made to cover the subject in more general terms. This is increas-
ingly the method of such selective conference volumes. In spite of the gen-
eral title, it is primarily a book for specialists.

The � fteen papers can be more or less divided into the three thematic
categories noted above. Four concentrate on Hellenistic themes in later
Platonism: Dominic O’Meara on Epicurus Neoplatonicus, Rainer Thiel
and Michael Erler on the preparatory role of Hellenistic (and especially
Stoic) ethics, Jan Opsomer and Carlos Steel on Proclus’ doctrine of the
origin of evil and its Hellenistic antecedents. Christoph Riedweg, by inves-
tigating Julian’s use of Stoic and Platonic argumentation in his anti-Christian
polemic, bridges the gap with the eight contributions which concentrate
on Patristic authors. The intellectual dominance of Augustine is illustrated
by the fact that no less than � ve contributions concentrate on his writings:
Maria Bettetini on the background to De musica (very little Hellenistic phi-
losophy here), Karin Schlapbach on Ciceronian and Neoplatonist elements
in the proœmia of Contra Academicos I & II, Sabine Harwardt on Stoic argu-
mentation in De beata vita, Christoph Horn on Augustine’s moral philoso-
phy in relation to Greek virtue ethics, Therese Fuhrer on the Hellenistic
epistemological background of Augustine’s concept of faith. The other three
speci� cally Patristic contributions are on Arnobius (philosophical themes in
his apologetic argumentation, by Sabine Föllinger), Lactantius (his use of
Epicurus, by Jochem AlthoV ), and Prudentius (virtue against vice in the
Psychomachia, by Carolin Oser-Grote). The volume ends with two more gen-
eral treatments. Karla Pollman attempts to trace two diVering conceptions
of � ctionality—the Platonic mimesis-model focused on the author and the
Stoic signi� cation-model focused more on the reader—from Hellenistic phi-
losophy to their adaptation in late ancient texts. Ulrich Eigler, in an ambi-
tious and stimulating contribution, investigates the cultural context of the
kind of amateur use of philosophy that we � nd, for example, in Jerome’s
writings.

Of these � fteen articles, three stand out on account of the lucidity of
their treatment and the importance of their subject. Christoph Horn’s
method is perhaps somewhat unusual, in that he focuses his treatment of
Augustine’s virtue ethics almost entirely on a point-by-point rebuttal of the
position of the Swedish scholar of a previous generation, Gösta Hök, whom
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he accuses of interpreting Augustine in such as way as to make him a
� deistic opponent of ancient rationalism. In actual fact Augustine unre-
servedly takes over the basic theses of ancient ethical rationalism, but in
his later years reserves it for followers of the ‘true religion’, without com-
ing to a real discussion with its original Neoplatonist proponents. Many of
Horn’s points are well taken, but one wonders whether in this interpreta-
tion the gulf between Augustine’s professed method of selective spoliatio and
his actual practice of largely uncritical appropriation (as proposed by Horn)
does not become too great. What Augustine objects to in ancient ration-
alism is its intellectual arrogance, the refusal to submit to the yoke of faith.
This position seems to me to have revisionary aspirations. The struggle
between ‘catholic’ and ‘protestant’ readings of Augustine is likely to continue.

In her paper on the epistemological background to Augustine’s con-
ception of faith, Therese Fuhrer argues that it is to be found in the Stoic
theory in which assent (adsensio, sugkat‹yesiw) precedes both knowledge (sci-
entia, ¤pist®mh, based on conprehensio, kat‹lhciw) and belief (opinio, dñja). A
priori this seems not so likely, since the role assigned to volition in the
two conceptions is quite diVerent. Nevertheless Fuhrer manages to show
that both in terms of structure and terminology this background does have
illuminating features. A diYculty remains that no texts indicating an explicit
relation between the act of faith and epistemological assent can be found
until two passages in very late writings. This article illustrates how diYcult
it is to pin Augustine down in relation to speci� c philosophical theories.
It is his powerful transforming drive that makes his views so distinctive
and so hard to categorize in ‘doxographical’ terms.

The article of Jan Opsomer and Carlos Steel is recommended reading
for anyone interested in how ancient philosophers working within the tra-
dition of classical ontology wrestled with the problem of evil. Not only
does it give an excellent overview of the dilemmas involved and the solu-
tions attempted, but it also draws on the new translation of Proclus’ De
malorum substantia which the authors are preparing. They show how Proclus
tries to � nd a way out of the classical dilemma in which one either has
to detract from providence or not take evil seriously enough as a real
aspect of the world. Proclus’ solution is intriguing but very risky. Any attri-
bution of evil to the � rst cause is unacceptable, but in the light of Neoplatonist
ontological monism this means that one has to understand evil as an (ulti-
mately) uncaused event. Not only is this very awkward in light of the
Platonic principle nihil �t sine causa which Proclus fully endorses, but it also
seems to reduce evil to a kind of accidental epiphenomenon. Opsomer and
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Steel argue that Proclus may have found a third way between the Stoa
and the Peripatos (which reserves providence for the divine realm only),
but at a considerable cost. They tentatively conclude that the Stoa continues
to hold the last word in this debate, and that theodicy may well be the
worst legacy that this school has left to subsequent philosophy. This is per-
haps a somewhat disappointing result, but no better illustration could be
given of the importance of studying Hellenistic philosophy as a background
for late ancient and patristic philosophy. In furthering this study, the book
under review makes a valuable contribution. The volume also shows, as
the product of predominantly young scholars, that the future of scholar-
ship in the area of later ancient and Patristic philosophy is in good hands.

Queen’s College D. T. Runia

College Crescent
Parkville Vic 3052
Australia

J. C. Reeves, Heralds of that Good Realm (Nag Hammadi and Manichaean
Studies XLI), Leiden – New York – Köln: Brill 1996, XII + 251 pp.,
ISBN 90-04-10459-3, DFL 167/US$ 98 (cloth with book jacket).

The successful decipherment of the now famous Greek Cologne Mani-
Codex by Albert Henrichs and Ludwig Koenen in 1969/70 opened a com-
pletely new direction in the study of Manichaeism. It revealed for the � rst
time the connection between Mani and Jewish Christianity as it was among
a baptising sect which acknowledged Elchasaios as one of its founders that
Mani spent the � rst twenty-four years of his life and in which his father
Patek was a leader. Manichaeans had long acknowledged a number of
� gures from Judaism as prophetic forerunners of Mani among whom the
most often encountered are Enoch and Seth. In the Cologne Mani-Codex
[hereafter CMC] itself we � nd the compiler(s) citing near the beginning of
the work a series of Jewish pseudepigraphic works alongside the writings
of the Apostle Paul and those of Mani to support Mani’s claim as reci-
pient of a special revelation which underpins his more major claim to be
the Apostle Jesus Christ. Prof. John Reeves, who has already distinguished
himself as a major scholar of Manichaeism and of post-Second Temple
Jewish writings in his seminal work on the use of Enochic material by
Mani (Jewish Lore in Manichaean Cosmogony: Studies in the Book of the Giants
Traditions, Cincinnati: Hebrew Union College Press, 1992; cf. Prof. J. van
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Oort’s review in VigChr 48, 1994, 92-94) has now turned his attention to
the use of pseudepigraphic and Qumran-aYliated material in the CMC.
The result is a major new and highly original work which is a credit to
both Jewish and Manichaean studies.

The term ‘Heralds of that Good (Realm)’ is Syriac in origin and is taken
from the writings of Ephraim in which he pointed out that the Manichaeans
say of Egyptian Hermes and of the Greek Plato and of Jesus who appeared
in Judaea that they were heralds of that Good (Realm) to the world.
Although Ephraim was writing in Mesopotamia and in Syriac (which was
Mani’s own language) and he knew Mani’s original works, it was neither
the philosophical works of Plato nor the Hermetic corpus which provided
the proof-texts for Mani’s apostolicity in the CMC but excerpts from unfash-
ionable erstwhile brand names like the Apocalypses of Adam, Enosh, Seth
and Shem. The fact that the CMC is obviously a compilation from � rst
generation Manichaean writings and translated from Syriac certainly helps
to preserve more of the Jewish roots of Manichaeism than texts found so
far in Coptic and Middle Iranian. The utilization of written tradition is
important to Manichaeism. Though mocked by Christian opponents as the
end-product of a list of rogue prophets, Mani’s claim to be in line with
an established tradition of prophetic succession is well preserved in Islamic
writings on the sect (p. 11).

Reeves sees Mani’s Elchasaite background as the obvious raison d’être
for the preservation of these seemingly Jewish elements in Manichaeism.
In contrast to G. P. Luttikhuizen who, in a highly argumentative work
(The Revelation of Elchasai, Tübingen: J. C. B. Mohr, 1985), denies a link
between the Alchasaios of the CMC and the Elchasaites of the heresiolo-
gists as the baptising sect in which Mani grew up never called themselves
Elchasaites, Reeves rightly accepts the Elchasaite link as fundamental and
draws attention to an important and often overlooked Syriac source on
the life of Mani. Though the Liber Scholiorum of Theodor bar Konai is
one of the most often cited sources on Manichaean cosmogony, many
Manichaean scholars are not aware of a relevant section on the Elchasaites.
Theodor tells us that there is a tradition in which the Sampsaeans were
said to have been descended from the sect of the "klsy. Reeves correctly,
I believe, reverses the letters k and l to read "lksy (i.e. Elchasaites) (p. 59,
n. 93). This ties in well with a fragment of Parthian Manichaean histori-
cal text which belongs to the Shaburagan tradition and in which the name
"lxs appears in an Mani-autobiographical context without any uncertainty
(M1344 + M5910, ed. W. Sundermann, Mitteliranische manichäische Texte
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kirchengeschichtlichen Inhalts, Berliner Turfantexte XI, Berlin: Akademie Verlag,
1981, 2.2 (25-27) p. 19).

How this Jewish pseudepigraphical material which shows many similar-
ities to known Qumran-aYliated texts came into Manichaeism through the
Elchasaite connection occupies much of the introductory chapters of the
work (pp. 5-64). In these sections, readers unfamiliar with Jewish writings
are given a succinct introduction to Jewish literature of the post-Second
Temple period and of the subterranean passage of some of the apocalyp-
tic material in Late Antiquity and its resurfacing in the Gaonic period.
Reeves believes that the Qumranic texts are important examples of writ-
ten sources on the Elchasaites and later on Mani. The Essenes who were
probably among the depositors of texts at Qumran, � ourished according
to Pliny the Elder on the western shores of the Dead Sea, a region where
the Elchasaites would, according to Reeves, later be found. However, there
is a tradition that the Jewish Christian sects, including Elchasaites, evan-
gelized in regions around Pella and Peraea which the reviewer as some-
one who has done � eldwork in the area would assuredly point out is north
of the Dead Sea. The passage of Jewish writings into Manichaean texts
has to be found not merely in the missionary work of the Elchasaites, but
also in the eastward migration of Judaism and Judaeo-Christianity from
Palestine to Mesopotamia, a gradual movement in which the Elchasaites
and the Mandaeans were major participants.

The citation from the Apocalypse of Adam (CMC 48.16-50.7) is then
closely analysed against all known literature with that title, including that
from Nag Hammadi. Reeves has also appended a very useful collection of
Manichaean Adamite texts including the � rst ever English translation of
M4500 and M8280. The CMC material seems to bear no relation to other
apocalyptic texts bearing the name of Adam. The appearance of the angel
Balsamos in the CMC is intriguing. One must remember that the Mani-
chaeans were at a very early stage of their history connected with Palmyra
which houses the sanctuary of Baal Shalmin (= Gr. Zeus Megistos) which
might have exercised some in� uence on Manichaean apocalyptic imagi-
nation. The citations from the Apocalypses of Sethel and Enosh (CMC
52.7-55.9) allows the author to reveal a treasure trove of Jewish writings
from a variety of backgrounds including the fascinating Archontics (p. 114)
by means of literary detection. The citation from the Apocalypse of Enoch,
of course, because of its sheer length (CMC 58.6-60.12) received deservedly
special treatment. Again though no direct parallels can be found in existing
Enochic literature, Reeves has convincingly demonstrated that the Manichaean
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apocalypse of Enoch is a composite work which has pieced material from
textual traditions, motifs and patterns from known Enochic material.

Reeves has written an outstanding work which is fundamental to any
close study of the Cologne Mani-Codex and especially the Jewish Christian
roots of Manichaeism. The work radiates erudition and sound critical judge-
ment as well as complete mastery of a diverse range of sources in Greek,
Hebrew, Syriac, Coptic, Arabic and Middle Persian. The author must be
warmly congratulated on yet another signi� cant contribution to both Jewish
and Manichaean studies.

Macquarie University, Samuel N. C. Lieu

School of History, Philosophy & Politics,
Sydney NSW 2109 (Australia)

Carolinne White, Early Christian Latin Poets. London and New York:
Routledge 2000, 195 pp. ISBN 0-415-18783-4.

Si uoluptas est audire cantus et carmina, Dei laudes canere et audire iucundum sit
(Lactantius, Div. Inst. 6.21.9). In the eyes, or perhaps rather the ears, of
the author, (classical) poetry held a seductive appeal, which he regarded
as quite dangerous for devout Christians. However, after his warnings he
� nally opens the way for those who feel attracted by it: they should choose
God’s glory as their theme. The Christian Latin poetry of late antiquity
is an answer to this call: the various poets used the classical lyrical and
epic traditions to produce “a poetry of great richness”, in which “conti-
nuity and break in continuity” were cooperating. The quoted words have
been borrowed from Carolinne White’s enlightening introductory essay,
called “Background to the texts” (3-23). She is justi� ed in complaining
about the comparative lack of interest in these texts on the part of many
classical scholars, although it is curious that she singles out speci� cally Ph.
Hardie’s study The Epic Successors of Virgil (Cambridge, 1993) as the object
of her discontent: this short study deals with the epic poetry of the � rst
century A.D.!

The bulk of the book (27-168) contains W.’s own translations of 2800-
odd verses of twenty poets, one of them anonymous (the author of De ligno
crucis or De Pascha). As could be expected, Paulinus Nolanus and Prudentius
loom large in this selection, with some 340 and 560 (20% of the total)
verses respectively. Each poet is brie� y introduced; these sections are slightly
uneven in quality. W.’s scholarly style now and then tends to slip into such
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phrases as “Paulinus clearly and movingly states his belief etc.” (58), “his
poetry is often moving” (79), “the poet speaks with an attractive warmth”
(140). Perhaps she should have more strongly underlined the role of exeget-
ical elements in the passages she has selected from biblical epic poetry. In
view of her choice of one of Venantius Fortunatus’ consolatory poems to
Childeric and Fredegund, some information about the ‘topoi’ of consola-
tiones would have been helpful. I have no idea which readership is intended
for the translated texts, but having compared them all with their Latin
original, I can report that W.’s translations are both eminently readable
and reliable. I only came across a few trivialities, e.g. Paul. Pell. Euch. 28:
“nurse’s” should be “nurses’”; De ligno crucis 22: in vss. 15 sqq. the poet
has referred to the Ascension, so that “after a further � fty days” concerning
Whitsun must be a slip; Orient. Comm. 2.77-78 is not a temporal clause,
but a question.

The book is completed by a glossary of metrical terms, a select bibli-
ography and some handy indices. It has been well produced. Carolinne
White’s expertise and her teaching skill have resulted in a persuasive plea
for the poetry which fully deserves its place in the literary and cultural
history of late antiquity.

NL-2311 WB Leiden, Commanderijpoort 4 J. den Boeft

J.-M. Poinsotte (ed.), Les chrétiens face à leurs adversaires dans l’occident latin
au IV e siècle, Rouen, Publications de l’Université de Rouen, 2001. 231 pp.,
ISBN 2-87775-303-4, 20. Sewn.

The adversaries—or even the enemies—in the title of the book under
review are pagans, Jews and heretics. The often � erce polemics against
them are studied in twelve papers, written by nine French scholars, some
of them of long-standing fame, the others belonging to a younger gener-
ation. Although pagans crop up here and there in a number of papers,
only one paper belongs speci� cally to this section. Among the orthodox
Christian polemicists Jerome is the absolute protagonist of this collection.
The following brief indications of the contents may give an idea of what
is on oVer here.

According to A. Goulon, Lactantius selects relevant philosophical mate-
rial from the doxographical tradition in order to combat the philosophers.
At the same time, however, he appreciates their partial inkling of the truth.
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In a brief, but instructive survey J.-M. Poinsotte shows how during the
fourth century the Jews, whose (religious) presence was still conspicuous,
more and more became the object of stereotyped polemics by Christian
authorities. In this way the Jew gradually developed into ‘l’antimodèle
immuable’. Analysing Ambrose’s motives in the notorious Callinicum episode,
G. Nauroy concludes that the bishop’s approach was primarily religious.
He combated all enemies of the Church, be they pagans, Jews or heretics.
B. Jeanjean sketches Jerome’s increasing familiarity with the various Jewish
denominations. He compared these with Christian heresies, but without
assuming any � liation. In his sermons Jerome polemizes against Jewish ‘lit-
eral’ exegesis. According to J.-L. Gourdain such criticism may have been
directed against judaizing and anti-allegorical interpretations of the Bible.
Françoise Thelamon concentrates on late fourth century Aquileia, where
bishop Chromatius repeated many items of the anti-Jewish repertoire in
his sermons, and Ru�nus translated and continued Eusebius’ HE. Chromatius’
proprie enim templum Dei corpus Christi est matches Ru� nus’ report on Julian’s
unsuccessful project of rebuilding the temple at Jerusalem and the ‘inso-
lence’ of the ‘blinded’ Jews wanting to take part. J.-M. Poinsotte notes that
there is no ‘Adversus Iudaeos’ among Prudentius’ polemical works. However,
it is possible to compose a quite traditional � le from his oeuvre. Usually
he does not present the Jews as demonic monsters. Nancy Gauthier pro-
vides a ‘tour d’horizon’ of the use of apostata(re) in Christian Latin authors.
Some 200 instances are concerned. The term apostata is “une arme de
guerre”, which can be wielded against all those who leave the oYcial
Church to become heretics or pagans. B. Jeanjean sketches Jerome’s satir-
ical methods in combating men like Vigiliantius (seu verius Dormitantius).
There is an intrinsic relation of their bad writing and their evil behaviour;
“ignorance et immoralité” are a � ne pair. Such methods belong to the
heresiological tradition. In the longest article of the collection Aline Canellis
provides an admirable and richly documented historical survey of Jerome’s
anti-Arian polemics, which culminated in the relevant passages of his
Chronicle. In Ep. 55.3 Jerome combats the Arians’ reading of 1 Cor. 15.28,
one of their key texts. B. Jeanjean brings out the similarities with Greg.
Naz. Or. 30.5, a sermon which Jerome may well have heard himself at
Constantinople. In his turn Gregory was probably inspired by Origen, hom.
in Lev. 7.2. In a thoughtful paper Y.-M. Duval deals with Jerome’s repeated
claim that he combats heresies, not persons. It is diYcult to come to terms
with this claim, but in judging Jerome’s actual practice one has to bring
in both biblical precedents and the heresiological tradition.
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References to scholarly literature in other languages than French are
scarce in the majority of the contributions. Heinz Schreckenberg’s series
Die christlichen Adversus-Judaeos-Texte is e.g. not mentioned. It would be regret-
table if the great French patristic tradition, which is still fully alive, tended
to become inward-looking. On the other hand, primary texts get their due:
the relevant Latin texts are usually fully quoted, which is a praiseworthy
aspect of this commendable book. It is to be hoped that it will receive the
attention which it deserves, both in and outside France.

2311 WB Leiden, Commanderijpoort 4 J. den Boeft

Stefan Freund, Vergil im frühen Christentum. Untersuchungen zu den Vergilzitaten
bei Tertullian, Minucius Felix, Novatian, Cyprian und Arnobius. Paderborn: Ferdinand
Schöningh, 2000. 430 p.

In a section on the reading exercises of young pupils Quintilian notes:
optime institutum est ut ab Homero atque Vergilio lectio inciperet (Inst. or. 1.8.5).
The pupils would be accompanied by these texts throughout their career
in the schools. In Roman education since Augustus Virgil played a cen-
tral part and the result lived up to expectations; as H.-I. Marrou remarks
in his famous book on the history of education: “un Romain cultivé est un
homme qui possède son Virgile”. Hence the poet’s omnipresence in written
texts, inscriptions, graYti, the Vindolanda writing tablets, and above all lit-
erary texts of various types and contents. Patristic authors are no exception
to this rule. The absence of Virgilian echoes in the writings of any tradi-
tionally educated person would have been remarkable, to say the least.

Virgil’s presence in literary texts has been widely studied in all sorts of
articles and monographs. Not many allusions seem to have escaped the
keen eyes of scholars. In the � eld of patristics the Virgilian parts of the
books of H. Hagendahl (1958, 1967 and 1983) and W. Krause (1958) read-
ily come to mind, as do a number of detailed studies by V. Buchheit, 
P. Courcelle and A. Wlosok, to name but a few. Apart from such studies,
quotations, allusions and references are often duly registered in editions of
patristric writings. One might be inclined to doubt whether much can be
added to what has already been achieved. Obviously Stefan Freund was
not put oV by such doubts. He has marked out a corpus consisting of the
authentic works of the � ve important pre-Constantinian Latin Christian
prose-writers and he studies all the ‘Zitate’ from Virgil’s three ‘oYcial’
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opera which can be found in this corpus. F. uses the term ‘Zitat’ in a
wide technical sense: “jedes Element in einem Text, das auf eine andere
Quelle zurückgeht als sein Kontext” (20). His conceptual framework is
shaped by modern theoretical work on intertextuality, which results in a
terminology containing such terms as “Markierung”, “Prätext”, “Folgetext”
and “morphosyntaktische Adaptation”. Readers who are no friends of such
terms should not be deterred from studying this book, since F. does not
use them for abstruse re� ections, but for analysing the relevant texts them-
selves. In fact, it should be stated straightaway that the bulk of this large
book consists of detailed interpretations of the passages in which some sort
of Virgilian echo occurs. Such echoes can betray a false understanding of
the ‘Prätext’, e.g. when Arnobius 3.29 calls Saturnus uitisatorem falciferum,
which no doubt refers to Aen. 7.179 uitisator curuam seruans sub imagine fal-
cem; this verse, however, describes pater Sabinus (7.178). Allusions can also
be quite intricate: in his proliferous theological system Valentinus usque ad
triginta Aeonum fetus, tamquam Aeneiae scrofae, examen diuinitatis eVudit (Tertullian,
Aduersus Marcionem 1.5.1). This is an obvious echo of Aen. 8.43-4 litoreis ingens
inuenta sub ilicibus sus/triginta capitum fetus enixa iacebit. F. rightly notes: “Alles
zielt darauf ab, die Lehre des Valentinus ins Lächerliche zu ziehen” (61),
but he somehow fails to grasp entirely Tertullian’s clever skill: he � rst
quotes the Virgilian phrase triginta fetus and only then, almost as an after-
thought, adds an explanation in which Juv. 6.177 atque eadem scrofa Niobe
fecundior alba (quoted in a footnote by F.) is used to coin a shrewdly con-
trived hybrid combination of epic Aeneia and vulgar scrofa. This example
may show that F.’s subject is far from tedious; on the contrary, it brings
to light the literary erudition of the authors in question and their exper-
tise in handling the tools of intertextuality.

In dealing with Tertullian (29-96), F. i.a. argues convincingly that con-
cerning both Aeneas and Dido the Carthaginian author introduces non-
Virgilian material. In the case of the “ausservergilische Dido” F. even
assumes the presence of “ein Karthagischer Lokalpatriotismus” (86). Generally
speaking, his analysis of the Vergiliana in Tertullian adds to the under-
standing of this author’s considerable rhetorical skill. For this reason, one
phrase in the summarizing discussion (“Auswertung”) took me by surprise:
“Das subtile Spiel mit dem Prätext liegt ihm oVenbar weit weniger als die
Übernahme treVender Ausdrücke und die unübersehbare Pointe” (89). Does
not the phrase which was quoted above from Adu. Marc. testify to subtlety?
However, F. evidently feels more at ease in the Octavius, which he deals
with in a substantial chapter (97-189). He is especially enchanted by Minucius
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Felix’ “Ton von Subtilität und selbstverständliche Vertrautheit in den
Vergilzitaten” (171), and his elucidations throughout the chapter indeed lay
the foundation for such a judgment. The thoroughness of F.’s exercises
may be illustrated by the fact that he devotes no less than 18 pages to
Oct. 19.1-2, the only passage in which Virgil is explicitly quoted: the author
� rst chooses some phrases from Aen. 6.724-9 and then continues with a
literal quotation, in which Georg. 4.221-2 is combined with Aen. 1.743. Some
readers may � nd F.’s ‘Gründlichkeit’ too much of a good thing, but he
does succeed in demonstrating how Minucius Felix cleverly transforms
Virgil’s words in a monotheistic sense.

F. detects thirteen Virgilian echoes in Novatianus, all without any explicit
reference. Surprisingly, on this basis he ascribes “eine gründliche Kenntnis
Vergils” (211) to the Roman theologian. In the relevant chapter (213-254)
it appears that Cyprian never mentions any pagan authors, which, as could
be expected, does not imply that there are no “Reminiszenzen” of them
in his oeuvre, but in any case those of Virgil are not particularly con-
spicuous. In fact, F. is justi� ed in ascribing “kaum mehr als eine marginale
Bedeutung” (254) to these allusions. Arnobius, dealt with on pp. 255-347,
is far more interesting. He neither mentions Virgil nor quotes directly from
him, yet he obviously assumes that his readers have a “so tiefe Vertrautheit
mit Vergil” (341) that they can understand his manipulations of the orig-
inal texts. A � ne example is Aduersus nationes 4.26, where an erotic adven-
ture of senex Saturnus is hinted at with some deft touches derived from Georg.
3.92-4. Concerning spirantia haec signa (6.16), which brings Georg. 3.34 to
mind, one just wonders whether there may be more to this reference. In
book 6 of Adu. Nat. Arnobius attacks the pagan veneration of images and
statues of the gods: religiosa obseruatione curatis (6.8). Yet, these are artefacts
made by man, which cannot breathe. However, spirantia signa can be
regarded as the literary heir of the legendary statues which were “animated
as a result of special techniques” (C.A. Faraone, Talismans and Trojan Horses.
Guardian Statues in Ancient Greek Myth and Ritual, Oxford, 1992, 20).

Arnobius seems to be the most aggressive of the � ve authors in ques-
tion. The Virgilian echoes primarily serve his manifold assaults on pagan
religiosity. There is a considerable diVerence with Minucius Felix, who
above all wanted to show Christianity’s ueritatem non tantummodo facilem sed
et fauorabilem (Oct. 39). Remarkably, despite their familiarity with Virgil, the
� ve authors rarely enter into a truly deep conversation with him. Such a
debate had to wait until Augustine, as is explained in S. MacCormack’s
The Shadows of Poetry (see this review 53 [1999] 326-328). F.’s “Zusammen-
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schau” (348-365) is a useful survey of the � ndings which are reported in
the individual chapters. I shall single out only one notable detail: Aeneid 6
stands out as the most often quoted book.

The book is completed by a list of passages in which others have detected
a reference to Virgil, but which F. with persuasive arguments does not
accept within his framework. It is a well-wrought study, which should be
consulted by all scholars who are interested in (one or more of ) the � ve
authors involved.

2311 WB Leiden, Commanderijpoort 4                      J. den Boeft

H.W. Basser, Studies in Exegesis. Christian Critiques of Jewish Law and Rabbinic
Responses 70-300 CE (Brill Reference Library of Ancient Judaism 2), Leiden,
Brill, 2000; xiv + 148 pp.; $89,—; ISBN 90 04 11848 9.

In spite of some encouraging signs to the contrary the � elds of New
Testament and early Rabbinic studies still remain by and large separate
compartments. Many NT scholars assume that rabbinic literature should
not be used to illuminate the NT because the documents in the latter date
to the 1st century while the earliest rabbinic records date to the 3rd or
later centuries. But this is a sterile approach and it is high time that NT
scholars get better informed about the possibilities that are to be discov-
ered here. As Basser notes, when we have actual evidence that something
said by the later rabbis has been said earlier, viz. in the NT, this proves
that the matter was known at an earlier, sometimes much earlier, period
than its record in rabbinic literature; and there are many instances of that
(for some illustrative examples see P.J. Tomson, Paul and the Jewish Law:
Halakha in the Letters of the Apostles to the Gentiles, Assen-Minneapolis 1990).
Moreover, the Dead Sea Scrolls (not mentioned by B.) have opened our
eyes for the great continuity in Jewish exegetical and legal traditions between
the 3rd cent. BCE and the 3rd CE (as did Philo and Josephus already).
And, after all, the same NT scholars do seldom hesitate to quote from 3rd
century pagan authors such as Philostratus or Porphyry to clarify issues in
the NT. So in principle from a methodological point of view a book such
as Basser’s is welcome. But, unfortunately, it has to be said that his case
deserves a better advocate and a more cogent argument. 

I will deal with the book only brie� y because most of it is about the
NT and not about Patristics or Early Church history. In Ch. 1, treating
the Gospel accounts of the debates between Jesus and the Pharisees on
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the Sabbath and on the washing of the hands, B. demonstrates that much
of the obscurity of these debates (partly caused by lack of understanding
on the part of the Gospel writers) disappears when viewed in the light of
rabbinic discussions of these issues. This is the most convincing chapter of
the book. Ch. 2 deals with the themes of the love of one’s neighbour and
the Decalogue in the Jesus tradition and rabbinic literature, a much more
speculative chapter (admitted by B.). Ch. 3, on ‘Encounters between Rabbinic
and Christian Texts’, is of a methodological nature and presents the prob-
lems and possibilities once again, now illustrated by the divorce debate
and the parable of the mustard seed. It has to be said that B. is daring
and original. But his way of reasoning is too impressionistic and lacks
methodological strictness and clarity. What to make, for instance, of the
logic in the following passage, where in a discussion of the birkat ha-minim
(the curse against the heretics), B. notes that “the text of the curse (. . .)
has never been found in any surviving text from a Christian country.
Nothing de� nite can be learned from this except that the text survived
transplantation to a soil where it was of little bene� t. It was recited in
places where Jewish Christians were not the main thorn in the side of the
Jews. The text must therefore be seen to be very old and sacred and
brought to these places from Palestine where it had relevance” (70-1). Apart
from this kind of fuzziness B. has a very insecure grasp of things non-
rabbinic. He quotes Josephus according to Whiston’s translation of 1735;
he refers to Origen as ‘Migne (1857-1912) vol. 12’; he fails to see that in
Mark 7:3 kai in the phrase hoi Pharisaioi kai pantes hoi Ioudaioi means ‘and
other’ (and all the other Jews), see p. 34 n. 63; he does not know H.
Schreckenberg’s monumental Die christlichen Adversus-Judaeos-Texte, vol. 1-2
(1982-88) or S. Krauss & W. Horbury, The Jewish-Christian Controversy, vol. 1
(1995); he refers for an analysis of the debate over the birkat ha-minim to
an outdated study of 1980 instead of to the more recent and comprehen-
sive survey by the present reviewer in the Expository Times of 1994. Further
it is far from clear and convincing that the philosopher in Tosefta Shevuot
3:6 should be a Jewish Christian (86). Moreover, much of what is said in
the text should be relegated to footnotes, but also much of what is now
in footnotes belongs in the main text. The number of typo’s is incredibly
large; there is no page without at least one error, but often more (e.g., 
p. 55 has for ‘Christian’ aside from the correct spelling also ‘Chritian’ and
‘Chrtistian,’ and moreover twice ‘Danlieu’ instead of ‘Daniélou’!). Et multa
cetera! All this makes for very unpleasant reading and it further under-
mines one’s trust in the akribeia of the author. The editor of the series,
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Jacob Neusner, apparently does not take his job very seriously. Brill should
take notice of that.

NL-3508 TC Utrecht, Faculty of Theology P.W. van der Horst

Reallexikon für Antike und Christentum. Sachwörterbuch zur Auseinandersetzung
des Christentums mit der Antiken Welt. Herausgegeben von Ernst Dassmann,
et alii. Band XIX: Itinerarium—Kannibalismus. Stuttgart, Anton Hiersemann,
2001

Im Jahre 1998 erschien der 18. Band dieses Lexikons. Jetzt liegt der 19.
Band vor mit den folgenden Stichwörtern:

Itinerarium ( Joachim Fugmann); Jubiläenbuch (Klaus Berger); Juda (Patriarch)
(Madeleine Petit/Kirsten Krumeich); Iudaea (Ute Wagner-Lux); Iudaizantes
(Vincent Déroche); Judas Iskariot (Peri Terbuyken/Christian Josef Kremer);
Juden (Günter Stemberger); Judenchristen (Günter Stemberger); Judith (Pierre-
Maurice Bogaert); Jünger (Roland Kany); Jünglinge im Feuerofen (Friederike
Maria Kulczak-Rudiger/Peri Terbuyken/Matthias Perkams/Heinzgerd Brak-
mann); Jugend (Emiel Eyben); Iulianus I (Kaiser) (Adolf Lippold); Iulianus IV
(Iulianus von Aeclanum) (Mathijs Lamberigts); Iulianus VI ( Julianos von Hali-
carnassos) (Charles Kannengiesser/Markus Stein); Iulius Africanus (Friedhelm
Winkelmann); Iulius Obsequens (Peter L. Schmidt); Jungfräulichkeit (Georg
Schöllgen); Iuno (Christoph Schäublin); Jurisprudenz (Detlef Liebs); Iustiniana
Prima (CariÔen Grad) (Carolyn S. Snively); Iustinianus (Kaiser) (Karl Leo
Noethlichs); Iustinus I (Kaiser) (Klaus Rosen); Iustinus II (Kaiser) (Klaus Rosen);
Iustinus Martyr I (Stefan Heid); Iustinus Martyr II (Pseudo-justinische Schriften)
(Christoph Riedweg); Juvenal (Peter L. Schmidt); Iuvencus (Klaus Thraede);
Kabiren (Wolfgang Speyer); Kä� g der Seele (Pierre Courcelle); Käse (Oliver
Schuegraf ); Kahlheit (Heinz-Günther Nesselrath); Kain und Abel (Sabine
Schrenk); Kainiten (Clemens Scholten); Kaiphas (Wolfgang Speyer); Kaisareia
I (in Kappadokien) (Benoît Gain); Kaisarea II (in Palästina) (Winfried Elliger);
Kaiserin (weibliche Angehörige des röm. Kaiserhauses) (Edeltraud Dürr);
Kaiserpriester (Gunther Gottlieb); Kaiserzeremoniell (Mary Whitby); Kalender
II (Chronograph von 354) (Michele R. Salzman); Kalligraphie (Guglielmo
Cavallo/Markus Stein); Kallimachos ( Jürgen Hammerstaedt); Kamel (Oliver
Schuegraf/Peri Terbuyken); Kamelaukion (camelaucum) (Karel C. Innemée/
Heinzgerd Brakmann); Kanal (Adolf Lumpe/Oliver Schuegraf ).

Zunächst sei bemerkt, dass die Beiträge in diesem Band wiederum von
hoher Qualität sind. Es ist der Redaktion oVensichtlich gelungen, vorzügliche
Mitarbeiter heranzuziehen. Es folgen hier einige Bemerkungen zu be-
stimmten Beiträgen. Diese sind nicht als Kritik gemeint, sondern als Zeichen
des Interesses des Rezensenten.
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Bei Itinerarium unterscheidet man zwei Typen. Neben dem ‘prospektiven’
Typ, “der der Planung und Organisation diente” (Landkarte usw.) gibt es
die ‘Erinnerungs-Itineraria’ (Reiseimpressionen, z.B. Peregrinatio Egeriae). Der
Autor beschränkt sich hier “im wesentlichen” auf den ersten Typ (Sp. 5).

Es ist interessant zu wissen, dass das Jubiläenbuch in der äthiopischen
Kirche zum Kanon gerechnet und trinitarisch gedeutet wird. (Sp. 36/7).

Juda, Iudaea, Iudaizantes, Juden, Judenchristen werden auf vortreZiche Weise
erörtert. Bezüglich der Entwicklung der Beziehungen zwischen Juden und
Christen sind zwei Aussagen im Artikel Iudaizantes bemerkenswert. Sp.
133/4: “Bis ins 3. Jh. gibt es also noch schmale Brücken zwischen beiden
Gemeinschaften, was am besten das Zirkulieren apokalyptischer Texte wie
der Testamente der zwölf Patriarchen und der Sibyllinischen Orakel beweist”,
und Sp. 138: “In dieser Linie bemüht sich in Antiochien Joh. Chrysostomus
mit seinen Homilien Adv. Iudaeos v. J. 386/87, die Brücken zum Judentum
abzubrechen, dem er jede gegenwärtige Bedeutung für das Christentum
abspricht.”

Im Artikel Iustinus Martyr wird mit Recht bemerkt, dass die Idee einer
ältesten (Ur-)Philosophie für Justin wichtig ist. Der Autor sagt: “Zugleich
greift Justin in gedanklicher Nähe zu Poseidonios, Antiochos und Numenius
die Selbstwertschätzung einer Philosophie auf, die auf dem Hintergrund
widerstreitender und doch auch teilweise übereinstimmender Philoso-
phenschulen ihre Einheit im göttlichen Ursprung der ältesten (Ur-)Philo-
sophie sieht, die freilich geringeren Wertes ist als die einzig sichere und
nützliche Philosophie des alttestamentlichen Propheten” (Sp. 822/23). Ich
meine, dass es nicht richtig ist, die Philosophie der Propheten der Urphi-
losophie gegenüber zu stellen. Die Philosophie der Propheten ist für Justin
die einzig wahre Urphilosophie.

Im Artikel Kaisareia (in Kappadokien) wird mit Recht bemerkt: “Das 4. Jh.
wird beherrscht von Basileios d. Gr. und seinem umfangreichen Schrifttum”
(Sp. 1022). Ich hätte gerne daneben Basileios als den Caritasapostel, wie
Altaner ihn in seiner Patrologie nennt, hervorgehoben gesehen. Der Autor
sagt zwar Sp. 1010: “Der Presbyter Basileios organisierte in Kappadokien
Armenspeisungen”, und Sp. 1016: “Sein eigenes Männerkloster gründete
Basileios in Kaisareia selbst oder vor seinen Mauern, dann wohl bei oder
innerhalb der großen Anlage zur Unterstützung der Armen und Kranken,
die man seit dem 4. Jh. Basileias nannte” (Sp. 1016). Er sagt aber nicht
ausdrücklich, dass diese Anlage von Basileios gegründet wurde. Oder soll
man das aus der Namengebung erschließen? Jedenfalls hätte er hervorheben
können, dass ein solches Unternehmen damals einzig in seiner Art war
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(wie das Altersheim, das Nikolaus von Cusa in Kues gründete, einzig in
seiner Art war).

Der Autor des Artikels Kä�g der Seele ist der schon lange verstorbene,
berühmte Pierre Courcelle, der in Band 9 (1976) auch den Beitrag Gefängnis
(der Seele) schrieb. Er wird nicht vermutet haben, dass sein Beitrag so lange
auf VeröVentlichung hat warten müssen.

Im Vorwort dieses Bandes teilt Ernst Dassmann mit, dass er zum 1.2.2001
aus dem Herausgeberkreis des RAC ausgeschieden ist. In Band 9 (1976)
erschien er erstmalig als Mitherausgeber. Seit Theodor Klausers Tod (1984)
war er Hauptredakteur. Sieben Bände erschienen unter seiner Leitung. Er
kann mit Stolz auf eine vorzügliche Reihe zurückblicken. Ein herzlicher
Glückwunsch ist hier am Platze.

2312 GD Leiden, Haarlem merstraat 106 J.C.M. van Winden

R. Herzog, P.L. Schmidt, Nouvelle histoire de la littérature latine, volume 4:
L’Âge de la transition de la littérature romaine à la littérature chrétienne de 117 à
284 après J.-C., édité par K. Sallmann, version française sous la direction
de F. Heim. Turnhout, Brepols, 2000. XXXVII, 720 p.

The � rst of the eight projected volumes on the history of Latin litera-
ture in antiquity was published in the German language in 1989, followed
in 1993 by the French version (see this journal 49, 100-103), viz. vol. 5,
which covers the period 284-374 A.D. The publication of the German ver-
sion of the second volume, the fourth of the series, kept its readers wait-
ing for eight years. Up till now comparatively few reviews of it have
appeared, among which T.D. Barnes’ critical judgment (Phoenix 52, 386-
389), though marred by a slight Anglo-Saxon bias, contains some perti-
nent observations. He i.a. argues that the title, Literatur des Umbruchs, is
inadequate as a characterization of the entire period 117-284, particularly
where Antonine literature is concerned. This is certainly worthy of con-
sideration, and perhaps the French title is an improvement in that it seems
to express a more gradual historical development.

As in the case of vol. 5, one might ask whether all the material comprised
in vol. 4 really belongs to a handbook of literary history. Chapter II on
Jurisprudence takes 157 pages, not far below a quarter of the entire volume.
Admittedly, some very important persons are dealt with, e.g. Iulius Paulus,
Ulpianus and Gaius. Moreover, the various types of juristic texts in their
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own way testify to the intellectual potential of the period and, generally
speaking, it can be regarded as an advantage that the boundaries of lit-
erature are not drawn too narrowly. Such a strategy is not only in accor-
dance with the views of the ancients themselves, but it is also justi� ed
because “Roman law and Latin grammar are among the most abiding
Roman contributions to Western culture” ( J.G.F. Powell on the German
version in JRS 89, 247). Indeed, Grammaire, too, is dealt with in a sub-
stantial chapter of some 50 pages.

In consulting this handbook, one should take due notice of the rule that
all the works of any author are treated in the chapter which contains his
“ouvrages principaux”. So, if D. Liebs, who has written the chapter on
jurisprudence, is right in accepting B. Lehmann’s view that the jurist
Tertullian and the famous Christian polemist may well be one and the
same person (ANRW II 14.279-284), the section on the jurist (§ 417.2)
ought to have been transferred to § 474. However, H. Tränkle, the dis-
tinguished expert on Tertullian, who wrote that large section, does not
regard the identi� cation as plausible. The rule just mentioned entails a few
curious results: the scant, but famous remains of Hadrian’s poetic exercises
cannot be found in the chapter on poetry, in which § 485.1 is devoted to
“Empereurs-poètes”, but in that on (auto)biography, and the most remark-
able consequence is that Ch. XII, Les formes lyriques, contains four pages
on the Ephemeris Belli Troiani of Dictys Cretensis, which to all intents and
purposes is an example of narrative prose. The reason is that K. Sallmann,
the author of the chapter in question, follows E. Champlin’s tentative
identi� cation of a) the poet Septimius Serenus, b) the author of the Latin
version of Dictys Cretensis’ account of the Trojan war, who is named
Septimius in some of the manuscripts, and c) the famous scholar Serenus
Sammonicus (see HSCPh 85 [1981] 189-212).

This volume has much to oVer to patristic scholars: the period in ques-
tion witnessed the growth of Christianity, which became more and more
visible and therefore also caused reactions in pagan literary circles; Fronto
and Apuleius testify to this. However, the sudden rise of high-class Christian
literature may perhaps be regarded as the main feature of this period.
Moreover, this is accompanied by a number of other types of texts which
served the needs of the Christian communities, such as translations of the
Bible, Acts of the martyrs, apocryphal Gospels and Acts etc. The section on
Tertullian and the one on Cyprian, to which three scholars have contrib-
uted, understandably stand out as the largest on individual authors in this
book. Controversial points, such as the chronology of the individual writ-
ings, are dealt with as such: the reader is also informed about views which
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diVer from those upheld by the authors of the various chapters or sections.
Some remarkable aspects of the period are: the absence of epic and

tragedy, which were so dominant in the � rst century A.D.; the small part
played by historiography, which was eclipsed by biography; apart from
Apuleius’ contributions there are no Latin philosophical texts. (Curiously,
there is a chapter of three pages on Philosophie, consisting of one section
[§ 459], which presents a “vue générale” on the various schools of thought).
As to general trends, in his introductory section (§ 401) K. Sallmann on
the one hand singles out “un goût irraisonné pour l’inédit, l’inquiétant, le
paradoxal, le privé”. Yet, in § 407 P.L. Schmidt draws attention to the
almost total absence of Latin paradoxography! On the other hand, there
was a serious concern with “la pureté de la langue”, which can be explained
as the Roman re� ection of the Second Sophistic in the Greek world. In
studying this handbook, one comes across a number of striking phrases,
e.g. “On doit à Aulu-Gelle d’avoir cultivé la citation exacte” (Sallmann, 
p. 80), “passé maître en discours de divertissement” (id. on Apuleius, p. 337),
“son habilité inouïe à frapper des formules saississantes” (Tränkle on Tertul-
lian, p. 566).

The value of this book is enhanced by the frequent detailed biblio-
graphical sections. Risking to show undue discontent, I am somewhat dis-
appointed that a handbook, the preface of which is dated summer 1999,
does not contain two important ‘instruments de travail’, which were recently
published by compatriots of mine: V.J.C. Hunink’s commentary on Apuleius,
De magia (Amsterdam 1997) and the critical edition of three Latin versions
of the Apocalypse of Paul by T. Silverstein and A. Hilhorst (Geneva 1997).
What about printing errors? One can understand that these are inevitable
in a book of 700 pages, for a great part in small print, but the occurrence
of errors on more than 10% of the pages is slightly unsatisfactory. Among
such errors Greek words and phrases are conspicuous: faults in orthogra-
phy, accents and spiritus are found on more than 25 pages, with some
really bad examples on p. 63, 349 and 534. The conclusion must be that
more faults ought to have been detected and eliminated.

These critical observations do not detract from the great value of this
handbook, which accommodates some famous authors and texts, but also
the Passio Maximi, the inscriptions on the walls of the Mithraeum in Santa
Prisca, the scholia in Germanicum Basileensia and many other ‘minor’ texts.
The present review may have shown that not only francophone readers
are pleased with this indispensable volume. 

2311 WB Leiden, Commanderijpoort 4                      J. den Boeft
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Simon Claude Mimouni, Le judéo-christianisme ancien. Essais historiques. (Série
Patrimoines), Les Editions du Cerf 1998, 547 pp., ISBN 2-204-05937-4,
FF 300 (pb).

This book brings together a large number of shorter and longer essays
which were written more or less independently of each other during a
period of ten years. Some of these have already been published before;
some appear in print here for the � rst time. The pieces of writing repre-
sent diVerent scholarly literary genres, such as full-blown articles, short
notes and excursuses. All of the essays, however, have in common that
they deal with the diYcult and much debated phenomenon of Jewish
Christianity as it existed in the � rst centuries CE. The bulk of the volume
is devoted to the presentation of both literary and non-literary sources that
are of primary importance for the study of this topic. The book also con-
tains chapters dealing with questions raised by the de� nition of the term
‘Jewish Christian’ (Ch. I) and a survey of the history of the research of
‘Jewish Christianity’ (Ch. V). 

The principal merit of M.’s book is that it opens relevant dossiers (see
also A. Caquot in his preface, p. II) and presents a more or less complete
picture of early Jewish Christianity and of the numerous problems to which
the study of this phenomenon gives rise. It may be added that, through-
out his book, M. proves to be aware of the numerous pitfalls that beset
the scholar who ventures into this tricky � eld of research: confusion regard-
ing the de� nition of Jewish Christianity; uncritical use of sources; theological
and ideological prejudices; and the temptation to draw clear boundaries be-
tween diVerent sorts of Jewish and Christian groups (orthodox-heterodox;
Jewish Christian-Gentile Christian) before such boundaries had been clearly
de� ned and there were still grey areas between them which were numer-
ous and large. In addition, some of the chapters deal with issues which
are only rarely discussed in publications devoted to this subject. This is
especially true for Ch. IV in which M. critically values the non-literary
(i.e. archaeological and epigraphic) sources adduced by some archaeolo-
gists (in particular E. Testa and B. Bagatti) as evidence for the existence
of Jewish Christian communities. In general, M. is very critical about many
of the hypotheses put forward by these Franciscan archaeologists—and with
good reason—but his tone always remains respectful and sometimes he is
even willing to give them the bene� t of the doubt. Incidentally, with regard
to some more speci� c points, M.’s criticism is less severe than that of 
J. Taylor (Christians and the Holy Places, Oxford 1993). Finally, it should be
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noted that in several passages the author tries to develop new perspectives
for further research. He does so most explicitly in the � nal section (Ch.
VI) where he argues that the parting of the ways between Jews and
Christians progressed more gradually than is often assumed. In his view,
the process did not start before the destruction of the Temple and, fur-
thermore, it took a considerable time before it resulted in a more or less
de� nitive separation of both religions with, as its corollary, the exclusion
of the Jewish Christians (Nazoreans) from the Jewish communitie(s). Accord-
ing to M. this must have happened in the � rst part of the second century.
Elaborating upon this point of view he goes so far as to posit that with
regard to the period prior to 135 CE, the term ‘Jewish Christianity’ might
be better replaced by ‘Christian Judaism’. Although this view would need
to be substantiated by further research, it may be remarked that here M.
takes an interesting position in recent and important discussions about the
‘parting of the ways’ and issues that are closely related to it, such as the
rise of Rabbinism (see e.g. J. Dunn (ed.), Jews and Christians. The Parting of
the Ways A.D. 70 to 135, Tübingen 1992 and D. Boyarin, Dying for God,
California 1999).

Some critical remarks are in order. The principal objection that may
be raised against this book is that its author has neglected to harmonise
the content of the diVerent pieces of writing. As a result the reader is more
than once left with puzzling loose ends which might have been brought
together quite easily. I’ll con� ne myself to two examples. First, in chapter
I, M. tackles the question of how to de� ne Jewish Christianity. His obser-
vations are to the point and the de� nition he proposes is clear and feasi-
ble. In his view, Jewish Christians are Jews who accept Jesus as Messiah,
may believe or not in his divinity, but continue to observe the Torah 
(p. 70). The problem is that in this chapter he emphatically states that he
wants to take into consideration only Palestine (p. 47), but it is obvious
that in the rest of the book sources derived from other regions are dis-
cussed. It has to be assumed that his de� nition of Jewish Christianity also
applies outside Palestine, but one wonders why he has omitted to clarify
this explicitly. My second example raises questions that are even more 
serious. In Ch. III we � nd an enumeration of sources that according to
M. may be considered as Jewish Christian because they originated from
Jewish Christian communities (although M. allows for the possibility of a
reuse—and adaptation?—by Gentile Christian communities). His list con-
sists of the following works: Didache, the Ascension of Isaiah, the Odes of
Solomon, the Epistle of Barnabas, the Shepherd of Hermas and the
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Protevangelium of James (see esp. p. 104). Anyone who is slightly famil-
iar with early Christian literature knows that the Jewish Christian origin
of most of these works is far from being commonly accepted among schol-
ars; and de� nitely does not apply if we maintain the narrow de� nition of
Jewish Christianity as defended—with good reason—by the author in Ch.
I. Therefore, one may expect the author to give arguments for his point
of view. It should be admitted that further on in his book (Ch. III/II and
Ch. III/II/2) he goes more deeply into the Jewish Christian character of
two of these sources, namely the Didache and Barnabas, but in the rest
of the book nothing is said about the origins and background of the other
works characterised as Jewish Christian. By the way, even after reading
the chapter on the Epistle of Barnabas, it remains puzzling how the
quali� cation of Barnabas as Jewish Christian can be reconciled with M.’s
de� nition of Jewish Christianity which includes the criterion of observing
the Torah!

M.’s book gives rise to other critical observations. Assuming that the
author does not limit his research to Palestine (as suggested in Ch. I) I
miss a chapter about sources derived from the region of Syria and
Mesopotamia, such as e.g. the Didascalia or the seventh chapter of the
Apostolic Constitutions. Further, M. is very critical about the publications
of ‘theologians’, in particular Jean Daniélou. He takes them to task for
confusing theology (or, more in general, ‘ideology’) and history (e.g. pp.
36-37). As a remedy he proposes a strict distinction between both disci-
plines. I wonder whether that therapy will work. Are theologians the only
scholars who risk falling victim to ideological hidden agendas? And will a
historian trying to develop a new synthesis of early Jewish Christianity be
more successful in avoiding this risk?

These observations, however, are not meant to detract from the many
merits of M.’s collection of essays. Overall, they constitute a valuable con-
tribution to a new and less prejudiced approach to early Jewish Christianity
or Christian Judaism.

Catholic Theological University at Utrecht Gerard Rouwhorst

Heidelberglaan 2
3584 CS Utrecht.
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Uta Heil, Athanasius von Alexandrien, De sententia Dionysii. Einleitung, Über-
setzung, Kommentar (Patristische Texten und Studien 52), Berlin-New York:
Walter de Gruyter 1999, IX + 344 S., ISBN 3-11-016520-1, DM 208 (=
approx. US$ 118), (Leinen).

The fourth century debates on the Trinity, generally known as ‘the Arian
controversy’, witnessed in the 350’s a shift in attention. Contrary to the
preceding decades, the legitimacy of ousia-related terminology to denote
the relationship between the Father and the Son, as in the Nicene Creed,
came to the forefront of the discussions. The Second Sirmian Synod (357)
tried to prevent the use of such unscriptural terminology (in particular ¤k
t°w oésÛaw and õmooæsiow) and the synod held in Antioch one year later
endorsed this decision. Other theologians defended the suitability of using
these terms to speak about the relationship between the Father and the
Son, among them also Athanasius. In Athanasius’ writings, the increasing
attention to this issue is very clearly present in such writings as De decretis
Nicaenae synodi and De sententia Dionysii. The work Decr. was written to jus-
tify the use of the terminology of the Nicene Creed. In this work Athanasius
referred to Dionysius of Alexandria to support his thesis. The “Arians”,
however, reclaimed Dionysius for their cause. In reaction to this, Athanasius
published Dion. in order to show that the theological viewpoints of Dionysius
were very diVerent from the Arian position and that Dionysius’ writings,
when correctly interpreted, supported perfectly the argument of the “ortho-
dox” party. It is clear that Decr. and Dion. are closely linked to each other.
Despite their obvious importance, both writings have received much less
scholarly attention than, say, the double-work Contra Gentes-De Incarnatione
Verbi or the Orationes contra Arianos. With regard to Dion. this lacuna is now
� lled by this book. It contains a long introduction, a German translation
and a detailed commentary. Though certainly not everybody will agree
with all the conclusions defended by Heil, overall it is an excellent work
for which the author is to be congratulated. 

In her introduction (pp. 3-74), Heil addresses three issues: the textual
transmission of Dion., the date and the long quotations—purportedly of
Dionysius of Alexandria—it contains. Especially her stance on the latter
two questions should be mentioned here. As to its date, which is closely
connected to the date of Decr., Heil does not join the large group of schol-
ars defending a date in the early 350’s but proposes a later date, in the
last years of that decade (359-360). Dion. does not contain any solid basis
to establish a secure date. Therefore, one has to match the few hints Dion.
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and the intimately linked Decr. contain with what we know from the gen-
eral theological evolution of the 350’s. From the text can be gleaned that
Athanasius wrote his Decr. in reaction to theologians who objected to the
use of the Nicene terms ousia and homoousios because of their unscriptural
character. Acacius of Caesarea played an important part in this contro-
versy. The Council of Nicea already belonged to a quite distant past.
According to Heil, the discussion on the ousia-terminology � ts the theo-
logical climate between the second and the fourth Sirmian Creed, when
theological debate centered around the controversy instigated by the so-
called anhomoeans. Decr. indeed centers around the issue whether the term
homoousios re� ects the Scriptural message about Christ. This period was,
moreover, also the time when Acacius of Caesarea was leading the debate.
Thus, in this ‘Sitz im Leben’, Dion. can be easily � t. In Decr., Athanasius
had written that Dionysius of Alexandria was a supporter of the homoousios.
In Dion., he develops this thought by showing how several theological tenets
considered orthodox can already be found in Dionysius’ writings. Therefore,
instead of a date early in the 350’s, Heil suggests a date in the � nal years
of this decade. This diVerence of seven years is more than just a matter
of chronology: it completely alters our perception of the Alexandrian bishop’s
role in the theological controversies of the 350’s. According to the tradi-
tional date, Athanasius is the one who is leading the debate: he is hark-
ing back to Nicea in reintroducing the homoousios-issue; Sirmium and its
aftermath can now be seen as the “Arian” reaction. If Heil is right, the
reality was the reverse: together with many other Nicene-oriented theolo-
gians (Hilary of Poitiers, Phoebadius of Agen, Gregory of Elvira), Athanasius
reacts to the anhomoaean challenge by reintroducing the homoousios into
the discussion. Heil summarises her position as follows (p. 270): ‘Auch
Athanasius machte sich also erst zum diesem Zeitpunkt [scil. Ende der
50er Jahre] die besondere Terminologie des Nicaenums eigen und nicht—
als einsamer Vorkämpfer für das Nicaenum—schon 350/1, wie die bislang
übliche Datierung nahegelegt hatte. Dion. schliesst sich unmittelbar an 
decr. an und dürfte also 359/360 n. Chr. geschrieben worden sein’. Heil’s
reconstruction of the ‘Sitz im Leben’ of Decr. and Dion. is ingenuous; its
importance for the theological history of the 350’s de� nitely requires fur-
ther consideration. 

The � nal part of Heil’s introduction deals with the quotations of Dionysius
of Alexandria in Dion. Following the lead of an article by Luise Abramowski
(1982), Heil questions the almost general assumption that these texts, ascribed
to Dionysius of Alexandria, were actually written by him. Whereas so far
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in this debate only arguments related to the contents of the quotations and
the theological climate of the third resp. fourth century have been used,
Heil endeavours to provide a more objective basis which she seeks in a
detailed statistical and stylistic analysis of the quotations from Dionysius of
Alexandria in Dion., on the one hand, and the writings that were certainly
written by him, on the other. As for Dionysius’ authentic writings, she lim-
its her analysis to three theological treatises: Ad Basilidem, De promissionibus
and De natura. In the statistical analysis she gives a thorough analysis of the
frequency of the use of particles (g‹r, �ll‹, oïn) and of verbs, the length
of the sentences and the richness and variability of the vocabulary used.
All these are elements that can be taken to remain rather � xed, regardless
of the genre of the work (‘Es sollen unverfängliche Elementen verglichen
werden, die unabhänglich von der jeweiligen Gattung spezi� sch für einen
jeweiligen Autor sein dürften’; p. 45). These statistical analyses must be used
with caution, as the following example shows. I analyzed the use of g‹r,
�ll‹ and oïn in Dionysius of Alexandria’s Ad Fabianum (transmitted in
Eusebius’ Historia ecclesiastica). The particle �ll‹ occurs four times in the
Letter to Fabian (0,260%), the particles g‹r and oïn three times each (0,195%).
These percentages are signi� cantly lower than the ones Heil calculated for
the ‘Athanasian Dionysius’ (2,139%, 0,891% and 0,624% respectively) but
they are also, almost without exception, equally signi� cantly lower than the
percentages indicating the frequency with which these particles are used
within the three mentioned authentic writings of Dionysius of Alexandria.
This does not make Heil’s statistical analysis without value; it only indicates
that her results have to be approached with caution. By her detailed analy-
sis of the construction of sentences and the stylistic ornamentation, how-
ever—though necessarily more subjective than the preceding statistical part—
Heil succeeded in persuading me that there is indeed a problem that deserves
to be looked into: the diVerence in style between the works of Dionysius
of Alexandria and the quotations of the ‘Athanasian Dionysius’ could well
be due to the fact that they are the work of two diVerent authors. 

The lion’s share of Heil’s work (pp. 74-270) consists of a detailed com-
mentary. The text of Dion. is broken in subsections. For each of these 
subsections Heil gives a translation, a paraphrase of the contents and the
commentary proper. Moreover, in the footnotes to the translation the reader
will � nd many useful text-critical and stylistic observations. The commen-
tary proper is mostly of a historical-theological nature, though Heil also
deals with other issues where appropriate: e.g. the letter-form of Dion. She
used the lion’s share of the vast secondary literature available on Athanasius
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and the trinitarian controversy of the fourth century. A possibly useful
addendum is D.W.H. Arnold, Excursus on the Athanasian Use of Sources in De
Decretis, in PBR 11 (1992) 33-51. The red thread in the commentary is
Heil’s concern to put Dion. back in the historical-theological context of the
340’s and the 350’s. Her thesis, that the quotations of the ‘Athanasian
Dionysius’ derive from a work composed by the Eusebians around the
synod of Serdica awaits further corroboration but certainly deserves seri-
ous consideration. I missed in the commentary attention for Scriptural quo-
tations and allusions. Heil treats them very brie� y and does not go any
further than to show how they contribute to the argument. In some pas-
sages (e.g. Chapters 7 and 8), this contribution is considerable. It would
have been interesting to know whether Athanasius is adducing these same
Scriptural passages also in other works. This could help to assess the orig-
inality and creativity of Athanasius’ use of Scripture.

Two topics are treated more extensively in separate excursuses. In the
� rst of these digressions (pp. 88-100), Heil amply documents how Athanasius
in several long passages in his writings presents ‘Arianism’ in an over-
simplifying way by obliterating the diVerences between several kinds of
Arians as well as by reducing their theological position to some stereotypic
formulae. Sterotypic is also the polemical language Athanasius uses through-
out Dion., as in all his other works, to denounce his opponents. The excur-
sus devoted to this subject (pp. 101-110) is entitled ‘Polemik und Antijudaismus
bei Athanasius’, but Heil gives a general survey of Athanasius’ use of anti-
Arian polemical language that goes much further than a discussion of
Athanasius’ frequent styling of the Arians as ‘the new Jews’. Thus, she also
includes the use of morally disqualifying terminology (kakñw, kakonoÛa,
ponhrñw . . .), the portrayal of the Arians as erring (�logÛa, ceædomai, manÛa)
and as � ghting against God and Christ (yeom‹xoi, xristom‹xoi . . .). 

To conclude: Heil’s book is a valuable work. By situating Dion. in the
context of the theological debates of the mid-fourth century as well as by
oVering a detailed commentary she paid an important service to the study
of Athanasius, his writings and his world.

B-3000 Leuven Johan Leemans

Faculty of Theology 
Sint Michielsstraat 6
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